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editor’s note
stronger, what it means to trust God or each other,
or how to find strength for positive action in a
world full of anxiety. Updates on your ministry and
favorite prayers are obvious and welcome answers
to these questions but so are many other things you
might write, such as history or memoir.”
I chose our theme because of the anxiety I felt in
the world around me. Before making good choices
in how to respond to this anxiety, I stopped praying
and went into the bomb shelter I keep within me.
This is different than the response of waiting for
God in silence and darkness, as we do in the season
of Advent. It was isolating.
Then I began to sit for what is called “centering
prayer” (yes, there is a free app for this). I read the
above Bible verse, I hear a gong and hold one word:
“trust,” in the silence, letting all others float away.
Whatever is going on beyond this word, I rest for
twenty minutes and emerge with strength to meet
Jesus in the world and even in myself.

Dear Friends,
In returning and rest you shall be saved; in
quietness and in trust shall be your strength.
– Isaiah 30:15
In preparing for a new issue of St. John’s Journal I sent
out the above verse and also this: “Our theme for this
issue of The Journal is “Rest. Trust. Strength.” You might
want to explore: prayer, how one finds rest during the
holiday season, how one returns to God after drifting
away, how returning to our historical roots makes us

What follows are your helpful responses. Some
of your offerings are included in the section on
Advent – the season of darkness and waiting for the
coming of God’s kingdom in the person of Jesus.
We feel the world outside St. John’s also waiting for
something, yet another something, to happen. We
hope for justice and light. As we wait we turn to
each other for encouragement and to remind each
other of who God made us to be for each other and
for the world.
Now as I sit down with your responses to “rest,”
“trust,” and “strength,” and your articles, art, and
photos I am reminded of all that is lovely, true, and
worthy of praise even when it is hidden and waiting
to appear. It seems Jesus will actually come.
Thank you +

cover: Angels (east, top mural)
Luke 5:1-7 (King James Version). Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones; for I say unto you, that in heaven their
angels do always behold the face of my Father which is in heaven.
This passage was the inspiration of the topmost mural on the East wall of the Baptistry. This one of the four murals in the Chapel
painted by Johann A, Holzer, an artist who collaborated with Louis Comfort Tiffany. The murals were dated 1905. Holzer was also
known for his mosaic floors, and it is likely that he also designed St. John’s floors. +
– Dave Hunn
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religious architecture & st.John’s: bible stories

by Dave Hunn

Stonehenge, (ca 2600-2400 BC) cannot be fully subscribed
to religion, but to the degree that early astronomy and the
occult related to Druid religion, it can be. Stonehenge was
also started as a burial ground (ca 3000 BC). The monolith’s
use as an astronomic “observatory” to measure and predict
seasons was unraveled in the 1960’s. To those chiefs or
priests who understood celestial movement and the seasonal
consequences, it was a source of great power, possibly
religious. Its accuracy is phenomenal.
Then we have the two Jewish temples in Jerusalem built in
ca 597 BC and again in 135 BC. The temple, destroyed in 70
AD., was indisputably religious and terrific in influence in the
Judeo-Christian religions.

above: The church was perhaps at Congress and Third
rather than at its current address of First and Liberty
Streets. All illustrations are from “Stone Upon Stone: A
Sesquicentennial History of St. John’s Church, Troy” by K.
Jack Bauer, published in1980.

Chartres Cathedral [Cathedral of Our Lady of Chartres]
in Chartre, France was initially built over a 26-year period
starting in 1194 AD. It was one the earliest of the Gothic
cathedrals and exemplified Christian preoccupation with
building great edifices and decorating them with great
art. In fact, Chartres flying buttresses were extra strong
to accommodate larger stained-glass spaces the bishops
demanded.
Man has a long history of glorifying religious beliefs with
magnificent buildings loaded with magnificent things.

A long story made short
We have made much of the beauty and value of the art
and architecture of St. John’s. Brynna suggested that
an article might be appropriate. We could delve a little
more into Louis Comfort Tiffany, or Johann Adolphus
Holzer, his associate, or our classic Anglo-Catholic
architecture. I have long been fascinated yet perplexed
by how religions honor their gods and beliefs with
such immense outpourings of human and monetary
resource. Where to start? How about the beginning?
10,000 BC
A plausible but disputed assumption is that man’s
initial spiritual beliefs and practices began to be
manifested in burial structures. The earliest known
religious “building”, connected to ceremonies is
Gobekli Tepe, built ca 10,000 BC and located in
Southeast Turkey. It consisted of 20-foot megaliths,
capped and set in hand hewn sockets in the base
rock. They weighed about 20 tons each. Like so many
“ceremonial” sites after that, crafting and erecting it
was a prodigious human effort requiring prodigious
motivation. Gobekli was not discovered until the 20th
century.

Let’s cut to 1854 and St. John’s…!
St John’s followed this devotion. Our present building
(the second) was designed by Wills & Dudley of New York
City and the cornerstone was laid in June 1853. St. John’s
is an Anglo Gothic style church in the English manner.
Construction was completed, and the dedication took place
in May 1855. You would not recognize the interior. The

organ (and choir) was at the west end of the church
in the center. There was no center entry door! Our
present chancel and chapel were nearly nonexistent in
size.
But Troy, and our parish, were wealthy–very wealthy

Where we have been

Making these Blessings work…
St. John’s is magnificent, especially to us. We are
the beneficiaries of not only the well-known Tiffany
windows, and the less well known Holzer chapel
murals and mosaic floor, but other art, like our stone
reredos, our organ, and more. And our classically
designed church, where we go from earthly levels
(First street) and rise to the east (not a coincidence)
toward heaven at the highest level in the church, the
altar.
Stewardship of this comes with a daunting
responsibility, more so because it cannot be avoided
without serious consequences.
That being the case, the next time you are in the
church, stop and reflect anew on the beauty and the
heritage and the symbology. See if they can hit you
another way. That is what churches are really for! +

as shown in our Tiffany and Holzer treasures.
The growth of the parish and our church
buildings are described in detail in the 150th
Anniversary history book published in
1980. It is the work of K. Jack Bauer, long
time parishioner. The book also contains
many anecdotes about parish life in Victorian
times. For example, people of means did have
“reserved” pews because they “bought” their
pews!
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healing: bible stories

by Dave Hunn

Christ Healing the Blind Man by ElGreco

Healing is a fundamental manifestation of Christian
faith. Awe inspiring, amazing, unbelievable, powerful:
healing is all those things because healing is a miracle.
Miracle is from a Roman phrase, to wonder. Today’s definition of a miracle is [according to Wiktionary]
An event that appears inexplicable by the laws of nature
and so is held to be supernatural in origin
Healing plays a significant role in the New Testament
beyond the acts themselves. There are at least 40 “individual” healing miracles in the Gospels, and more if you
count group healings. Healing miracles demonstrated
the power of God through Jesus (or Jesus’ power from
God). Imagine how amazing and stunning healing was
in the culture of two millennia ago. Importantly, there
was no “intervention” of science and medicine to compare to.
While the portrayals are clear, there are more layers of
interest to the “role” healing played in the Bible.
•
•
•
•

There is no “faith” prerequisite to being healed. It
was available to anyone.
Many of the healings were performed in front of
large audiences.
Several of the healings took place on the Sabbath,
and healing (work) broke Jewish laws.
Many of the healings involved physically touching
the stricken, often against Jewish laws.

In the Bible, we can surmise that Jesus was
addressing two audiences: those of the “people”
who would be influenced to believe in the power
of this new prophet; and those of the Jewish
establishment, who would view Jesus’s power and
timing as heretical and a threat. On the latter,
healing is one of a series of events and actions
that moved what was then a religious movement
away from Judaism and into “Christianity.”
What about Healing Today?
A lot changes in 2000 years (or even the past
100 or last week!). Miracles still fit the Roman
definition. Now, however, we have a different
and perhaps wider body of knowledge about the
“laws of nature”, specifically, science. How does
healing fit in a world of modern medicine?

It may be healthy to discern between “healing” and
“curing.” Curing, when it’s possible, may be attempt at
a medical solution to medical condition (and they don’t
always work). Healing may be a spiritual solution to the
emotional side of sickness. Are they inextricably linked?
Modern medicine is now recognizing, medically, that
such a link exists at least in stress reduction. How far
this goes depends on your own point of view, faith, and
acceptance.
The answer – if there is one - lies very much within the
individual. For some, the existence and efficacy of faith
healing may be black and white; yes or no. For many,
what faith healing can do to improve health is a grey
area. And it takes two or more to heal. First is a powerful and beneficent God. Second is the victim. We usually add a third: those who pray for the sick. It is reasonable to speculate that both those who pray and those
who receive the prayers benefit based on their faith.
Conclusion
There is no conclusion! Healing is part of the ethereal
question of faith in its infinite degrees, of free will, of
humankind’s need for a spiritual foundation, regardless
of religion. Do you believe in miracles? +

Where we have been

Bob Swanick submitted one of St. John’s old directories
to the Journal. But there is no year on it–can you guess
when it was published?
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the living room

by guest contributor Gretchen Hachmeister

When my friend Bethy invited me to her First
“Snowshoe,” I said slowly, quietly, but with conviction,
Communion at the local Roman Catholic church she wore “This is the bread which is given for you. Take this in
a new frilly white dress like a miniature bride. The service remembrance of Christ’s love for you and be thankful.”
was full of mystery, and the day with no lack of envy: I My eyes locked on his, I brushed his whiskers with the
had recently, for the first time, partaken in the Eucharist salty chip, then walked solemnly on, from face to face,
at our own Episcopal church, without so much as a card bestowing the Fritos. The world shrank around my
exchanged, let alone a new dress.
congregants and me. We were all there was and the
In the early 1970s the Episcopal Church had relaxed their words were true.
requirements and eliminated formal education leading
I heard someone walking down the hall and
to Communion. I participated in
then, “Nancy, what is she doing? Gretchen,
weekly Sunday school for which we
what are you doing? What are those, Fritos?”
It would be
left church and followed the female
My father stopped. “Nancy! “ he called again.
teachers to the undercroft. One day,
Emerging from the solitude, I said matter of
another six years
when I was seven, the teacher gave
“I’m sharing Communion with my best
until the Episcopal factly,
each of us a thin paperback book. In
friends, Daddy.” It seemed obvious to me.
a collage of orange and golden hues,
Church first
My mother came in through the kitchen
a benevolent Jesus passed the wine
saying, “What is it? What’s the matter?”
ordained women
and bread among his friends, all
“Gretchen is playing at the Eucharist. She
seated in a lovely garden. On other
is pretending to be a priest,” Dad said. “I don’t
pages Jesus shared the sacrament
think- ”
with children, who looked like me, in shorts, dresses, and
She interrupted him, “I think it is lovely. She’s just
sneakers.
excited, Fred.” Touching his arm, she continued, “She is
After class our teacher led us back to our families in so happy and she wants to share it. I don’t think there is
the sanctuary. When we went to the altar, instead of being any harm done.”
blessed by the priest, he placed a small, white wafer in
“But –”
my hand, and spoke the words “The Body of Christ.” The “She’s obviously been listening at Church, thinking about
paper-like disk felt like it would dissolve under the curious Communion,” my mother said smiling toward me.
investigations of my tongue, but impatient, I chewed
I looked at my father. He said, “I think you should put
it. Then the bitter sip of red wine, “the Blood of Christ,” the toys away, Gretchen.”
quickly erased the surprising blandness of the wafer.
“They haven’t received the wine yet, Daddy,” I protested.
There was no special cake, no new dress, no party, but I
“Come on, please. This is not a game. Church is serious
delighted in my sudden and subtle initiation, feeling older business, Gretchen.”
and more important. Fascinated by the ritual, I studied the
Aware of his stern tone, he countered a bit more
book and intoned the words at home, looking forward to softly, “Thank you.” As he turned to walk away, my father
the next Sunday.
muttered, “What an imagination!”
Most Sunday afternoons my father napped on the living
Mom walked toward me, took the blanket from my
room couch. The rest of us forced into quiet, my usual shoulders and folded it. “I’ll take the Fritos and the juice.
routes through life detoured. But the week after I first You take your friends back to your room.”
tasted Communion, I got to the living room first, carried
“Mom, I don’t understand.”
my many dolls and stuffed animals down the long hallway
“I know, Sweetie.”
to the brightly lit living room, and carefully lined them up
“I’m just doing what we do in Church. Why is Daddy
in two rows along the couch.
so upset with me?”
While Kitten, Joy, Pink Bear, Swimmy and the others
“He’s not angry – it’s just…”
waited, quietly I darted to the kitchen. I returned with a
“Just what?”
plate of Fritos and a Dixie Cup full of grape juice. I studied
“Women aren’t allowed to be priests.”
my communion text briefly and in a whisper practiced
“What? Why not?”
the words once more, then stood at the end of the couch,
“I guess because Jesus was a man.”
blanket around my shoulders like a chasuble, and took the
I started picking up the dolls, confused. It would
paper plate in hand. With my right hand I carefully lifted be another six years until the Episcopal Church first
one corn chip in front of the white rabbit, before his eyes as ordained women. My father approved. +
Father Shoemaker had done.

MY VOCATION: receiving direction

by Brynna Carpenter Nardone (for St. John’s community Health Minsitry)

Gretchen and Brynna

I have been called to study spiritual direction
and began a two-year formation program this past
September. It seems many people do not know what
spiritual direction is. As I have recently begun formal
study, I am not yet an authority and write mostly from
my personal experience and what I have read.
In church, as friends, we sometimes offer each other
spiritual direction. But the relationship of spiritual
director and seeker is different, in part because of
the authority of the director’s calling and training in
this ministry. We all receive pastoral care from clergy
who are also called, trained, and have authority. But
the relationship of director and seeker can be quite
different than a pastoral one. Pastoring often happens
situationally, as in a Eucharistic visit or in planning
a baptism, or in the context of community with the
pastor’s main focus on the health of the community.
A spiritual director, though sometimes leading group
retreats, works through regular private appointments
where the focus is the seeker’s relationship with God.
Therefore, ordination does not indicate a call to
spiritual direction, though some clergy offer it, nor
does practicing spiritual direction require ordination.
With no ambition of ordination at present, I wonder
what life experience laid the foundation for my calling
to the ministry of spiritual direction. It is the ways in
which I have been able to receive direction myself that
come to mind.

Where we are headed

When I began formal art study at age fourteen, I
wanted to paint like the Impressionist Mary Cassatt.
I was blessed with a teacher who taught me how
to see clearly and how to paint well. Alas, I soon
discovered that doing so would result in becoming
myself through my work, and not Mary Cassatt. With
my teacher’s skill and patience, I continued to receive
direction in art. The demands of a blank canvas are
like the silence into which one prays and looks for a
response.
At age nineteen I began to teach art to children, and,
when a little older, I taught adults. Through sharing
my gift, I secured my knowledge of this truth: that
from where you stand is from where you see. If you
can draw your unique view well (or write it well or
say it well), others will tap into their own experience
by means of your art.
I taught until I moved from my studio to where
we live now. A couple of years before we moved, in
my late twenties, I began to write regularly and take
workshops and read books on writing. The creative
process – figuring out how to make something –
always fascinated me more than a finished product
that I knew not where to put. (After all, God had not
finished with me yet so how important was it for me
to finish anything?)
As Matisse and other artists have described,
I used to pray and engage with God best while I
painted. Then, when my children were six and eight,
bartonella, a co-infection of Lyme disease which
causes mental illness, flattened me after years of
mounting infection. Deeply confused and isolated
even from my own gifts, the only place I felt myself
speaking and being heard was located somewhere in
God. As I healed my prayers that had once remained
over canvas began to flourish like my disease – or like
branches from Jesus’ parabolic mustard seed – and
reached into the rest of my life. It was at this time that
I first heard of the existence of spiritual directors and
began to look for one.
After several months I found one: an overworked
priest who, after helping me for many months, had
to let go of that ministry. Several months after that I
found a deacon who offered spiritual direction.
continued on page 9
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MY VOCATION: receiving direction
I wanted to write a memoir about healing and joined
a writing group. There I met Gretchen whose piece,
from her memoir, is in our current issue of the
Journal.
Gretchen and I met with four other memoir writers
under the guidance of an experienced teacher. When
the course ended, Gretchen and I agreed to keep
meeting and help each other finish our books. We
had already exposed ourselves with the others, all of
whom proffered confidentiality and support while
making themselves vulnerable to us. This experience
combined with prior experience led us to believe we
should be writing companions. We decided we would
meet and share work monthly.
Here I want to indicate how a dedicated companion
is like a spiritual director. There are more similarities
than differences because, in both relationships, both
parties are seekers who receive direction: companions
seek direction from each other, a seeker seeks with
his or her director while that director has his or her
own director.
Some notes on receiving direction in general:
• To receive direction, we must be willing to be
present to our feelings. Whatever we discover they
are, God can handle them. So can a companion or
director who is present to his or her own feelings
and has received direction.
• Feelings, like colors, are not moral or immoral
– it’s is how we behave in response to them that
blesses and hurts. Good companions can listen to
our feelings without judging us so they can find
their proper place, just as dark colors have their
place in art.
• Prayer is a response to God, who speaks
through all things. So is reverent reflection and
conversation with a friend.
• God made desire. Anything we might want to
offer to God is in response to God’s desire for us.
Mutual desire for the truth is at the center of good
mentoring and companionship.
To read the above may be encouraging, while
to accept all of the above may be difficult. Perhaps
we want to know God, but we don’t want to know
ourselves very well. Rather than learning to hear God
in bad situations, it would be better if bad things did
not happen in the first place. We may be disappointed

continued from page 8

to find we will not have the faith of Therese of
Liseaux or be able to paint like Mary Cassatt and
that, as these women did, we will have to work hard
just to be ourselves. We can ask God for what we
don't have that we desire. But God will respond by
exposing the root of that desire. Augustine said it to
God this way in his memoir: “You have formed us
for Yourself, and our hearts are restless till they find
rest in You.”
Exposure of desires can feel like restlessness,
or like something harder to endure. We may believe
in God’s faithfulness but prophetic voices scare
us. Many of us do not enjoy change and prefer
to pretend none is necessary: take our response
to climate change as an example. An effective
companion exposes a prophetic voice to us from a
trusted position so that even if we choose to resist
the message, we first hear it.
Gretchen and I promised to challenge each
other to the point of resistance. Her professional
and academic experience in writing is greater than
mine. Because of her demands for clarity in my
work, I learned to write and think better. Gretchen
could better describe my criticism of her work, but
I remember there coming a time when I wanted to
ask her to dig into uncomfortable feelings and write
about what she found. I felt that what she had already
written exposed the reader’s desires; like God, we
wanted more of her. What I wanted to say was: write
your truth, and don’t worry about it being nice.
I thought my words might hurt her in a doubleedged way. If anything, Gretchen is hard-working
and meticulous to the finish of whatever she does,
and I was accusing her of not following through
in her writing. Gretchen is also diligent in caring
– in being nice. Perhaps I was making light of her
goodness. But I chose to use the power she gave me
to wield a point for her writing even though it meant
burdening my conscientious high-achieving friend
by implying she was not being good enough.
Gretchen might have ordered hot chocolate after
I said this, something I only remember her doing
once or twice. But I think this is something I would
have done, and that it was at our next meeting that
she ordered the hot chocolate. Perhaps she ordered
it just before she made demands on me. Since our
last meeting I had sent her some writing in which
I avoided unpleasant things essential to my story. I

complained by email how painful it was to write
what I sent: a ploy so she would not ask more of me.
Handing my work back to me with notations on
what and where it lacked warranted hot chocolate
as a day of roofing ends with beer. Without even
breaking a sweat, my companion had finished her
work of caring for me in deed.
Our meetings became celebrations of mutual
growth. Soon Gretchen and I abandoned all
thought of salads and, at every meeting, we began to
order eggs benedict. We don’t eat glutinous English
muffins; the waitress once offered mashed potatoes
instead. We now know we can share anything with
each other, both the bad and the good, so now we
choose to have more of the good by always having
the mashed potatoes.
Renowned spiritual director Baron von Hügel
stated, “The golden rule is to help those we love
escape from us.” By being present to each other in
our hearts’ desires, Gretchen and I believe we can
give ourselves away to others through writing. By
bringing all we had and laying it out on a common
table, Gretchen and I became free.
In sharing failures and successes in pursuit
of hearts’ desires, deep intimacy grows among
companions. As each mirrors the other’s true self to
the other, what becomes evident to both is strange,
new, and beautiful: images of God revealed by
new clarity in pursuits and desires. Such happens
between spiritual directors and seekers too; for this
reason, some spiritual directors prefer the term
“spiritual companions.”
But, while it is like spiritual companionship,
spiritual direction is mentoring and therefore
different. The director holds the mirror most of
the time and grows in his or her relationship with
God as a result of witnessing the seeker’s growth.
As mirror frames, directors are simultaneously
exposed and out of the way, both vulnerable and
discreet, available to God and to the seeker to reflect
them to each other. To be able to receive but not get
in the way of the seeker’s feelings about God, which
may at times be intense or disturbing, is an art. To
cause distortion between the seeker and God is
to cause harm. Therefore it is important that one
practicing spiritual direction has discerned a call
to this ministry, has received training, and is also a
seeker with his or her own spiritual director. +

Facing sudden, catastrophic loss … now
what?
Napa, California; Sutherland Springs, Texas;
towns on the Iran-Iraq border; where ever
nothing will be the same again. A prayer
for those in need:
Psalm 61
Hear my cry, O God;
listen to my prayer.
From the ends of the earth I call to you,
I call as my heart grows faint;
lead me to the rock that is higher than I.
For you have been my refuge,
a strong tower against the foe.
I long to dwell in your tent forever
and take refuge in the shelter of your
wings.
But in the present there is only chaos,
confusion, despair. Do I have enough trust?
Do I have enough hope? Come, Lord Jesus,
without you I can do nothing.
Submitted by Gail Richardson
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ADVENT/ CHRISTMAS 2017

Drawing by Ben Nardone

D

ecember Calendar

Join us for “Dine to Donate” for
Haiti
on Wednesday, December 6
at The Recovery Sports Grill,
235 Hoosick St., Troy.
(Remember to bring your coupon to donate %15 of your check.)

at ST. JOHN’S:
9:00 a.m. - 1 p.m. St. Nicholas Fair (gym).

• Saturday, December 2

10:00 a.m. Eucharist with Bishop Love.

• Sunday, December 3

• Sunday, December 3 ( Victorian Stroll at St. John’s)
12:00 P.M. - 2 p.m.
Living nativity, church tours, concert with chimers Andrew Mace and Lydia Smith.
• Wednesdays, December 6, 13, & 20

6:00 -7:00 p.m.
Candlelit silence and meditation.

• Sunday, December 24 (4th Sunday of Advent)

8:00 a.m., simple, said Eucharist.

• Sunday, December 24 Christmas Eve

• Monday, December 25 Christmas Day

Drawing by Lydia Smith

4:00 p.m., family Eucharist.
9:30 p.m., chimes concert.
10:00 p.m., choral Eucharist.
8:00 a.m., simple, said Eucharist.
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Father Steve Schlossberg:

Silence is a rare gift in our part of the world
today--so incredibly rare, in fact, that when we
are given it, we have no idea of what to do with
it. So strange is silence to us that it makes us stir
with discomfort. We have learned to treat silence
at thing to be blotted out, covered over or colored
in; no sooner do we meet with silence than we
reach for the button that turns on the radio or the
television. Silence for some of us is an abyss from
which we recoil with something like fear. It’s as if
we’re afraid to be alone with our thoughts.
Indeed, some of my thoughts are fearsome.
Indeed, I do sometimes use the white noise
of the radio to drown out the inward voice of
regret, or to distract me from my inward sense
of emptiness, or to tranquilize my anxieties.
And that is not altogether unhealthy. Though
some of us do drug ourselves dopey with music,
for example, the truth is that music can have a
genuinely medicinal effect upon an anxious soul,
as can talking to a friend, or listening to a friend,
or listening to the rain, or even listening to the
throbbing noise of traffic.
What is manifestly unhealthy is my total inability
to rest in silence. And a part of my inability to rest
in silence, I fear, is related to my hesitancy to make

myself fully present to God. Just as we sometimes
use a blather of speech to create a nice, safe barrier
between ourselves and the person we’re with,
I often use speech to create a nice, safe barrier
between God and me. Strangely enough, I often
use spoken prayers to maintain a nice, safe barrier
between God and me. As long as I keep talking, I
don’t have to listen.
“In the silence of the heart God speaks,” Mother
Teresa of Calcutta wrote. “If you face God in
prayer and silence, God will speak to you. Then
you will know that you are nothing. It is only when
you realize your nothingness, your emptiness, that
God can fill you with Himself. Souls of prayer are
souls of great silence.”
For those, like me, who are in need of some
remedial lessons in prayer, Wednesday evenings
at St. John’s are a chance to practice the ancient
discipline of silence. For the many others who are
suffering from overstimulation during holidays,
Wednesday evenings at St. John’s are a chance to
enjoy the rare gift of a silent retreat.
“Be still,” the psalmist says; “Be still and know that
I am God.” +

drawing by Stephen Schlossberg

As a sanctuary from the
hysteria of the holidays, St.
John’s Church is hosting an
hour of silent meditation
each Wednesday evening
during Advent, 6:00-7:00
p.m., in the church. Apart
from an opening prayer and a closing prayer,
there will be no liturgy. Apart from the flickering
of candle flames, there will be no action. There
will be no lessons, no sermon, no hymnody, no
stimulation for the intellect at all--except for the
mysterious stimuli of silence.

Silence
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When the world was dark
and the city was quiet,
you came.

You crept in beside us.
And no one knew.
Only the few
who dared to believe
that God might do something different.
Will you do the same this Christmas, Lord?
Will you come into the darkness of tonight's
world;
not the friendly darkness
as when sleep rescues us from tiredness,
but the fearful darkness,
in which people have stopped believing
that war will end
or that food will come
or that a government will change
or that the Church cares?
Will you come into that darkness
and do something different
to save your people from death and despair?
Will you come into the quietness of this town,
not the friendly quietness
as when lovers hold hands,
but the fearful silence when
the phone has not rung
the letter has not come,
the friendly voice no longer speaks,
the doctor's face says it all?
Will you come into that darkness,
and do something different,
not to distract, but to embrace your people?
And will you come into the dark corners
and the quiet places of our lives?
We ask this not because we are guilt-ridden
or want to be,

but because the fullness our lives long for
depends upon us being as open and vulnerable
to you
as you were to us,
when you came,
wearing no more than diapers,
and trusting human hands
to hold their maker.
Will you come into our lives,
if we open them to you
and do something different?
When the world was dark
and the city was quiet
you came.
You crept in beside us.
Do the same this Christmas, Lord
Do the same this Christmas.
Amen.+
from Cloth for the Cradle, Iona Community
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:

waiting

I am still confident of this: I will see the goodness of the
Lord in the land of the living. Wait for the Lord; be strong
and take heart and wait for the Lord. - Psalm 27:13,14.
The season of Advent is a time of waiting.
Henri Nouwen shares with us his words
entitled "Active Waiting" which are most
appropriate for this season of waiting:
"Waiting is essential to the spiritual life. But waiting as a
disciple of Jesus is not an empty waiting. It is a waiting
with a promise in our hearts that makes already present
what we are waiting for. We wait during Advent for the
birth of Jesus; we wait after Easter for the coming of the
Spirit, and after the ascension of Jesus we wait for his
coming again in glory. We are always waiting, but it is a
waiting in the conviction that we have already seen
God's footsteps.

Deacon Bill and I have a favorite verse from
Isaiah 30:15:
In returning and rest shall you be saved.
In quietness and confidence shall be your
strength.
As we as individuals and as a community
of believers, who are preparing to enter
the season of Advent, the time of waiting,
perhaps we should reflect on Isaiah’s words
and wait with “quietness and confidence”. +

Waiting for God is an active, yes–joyful, waiting. As we wait we
remember him for whom we are waiting, and as we remember him we
create a community ready to welcome him when he comes." +

SINGING

song
“My life flows on in endless song,
above earth’s lamenation
I hear the real tho’ far off hymn
that hails a new creation.
Above the tumult and the strife I
hear its music winging.
It sounds an echo in my soul. How
can I keep from singing?”
– How Can I Keep From Singing
by M. Rev. Lowry

:

reflection and anticipation

As I sat and reflected about what to write about the Advent season,
I had much anticipation of how this article would turn out. This
lead-in sentence actually tells us what the Advent season is all about,
Reflection and Anticipation. I remember as a child there was much
anticipation and little reflection. I would wait for the Montgomery
Ward Christmas catalog to come out somewhere around the end of
September or the beginning of October. I would get out a piece of paper and
a pencil and start my Christmas list. The reason for the pencil was to make
corrections and additions along with the page numbers and prices.
Thinking back on my childhood Christmases brings me a warm and fuzzy
feeling. One of my most memorable years is the one I received from Santa
a blue Schwinn Stingray three speed bike with a white and silver speckled
seat. I couldn’t wait for the snow to melt. And also the year of the battery
operated Singer record player, along with the year I received the Radio Shack
cassette player complete with a pre-recorded cassette of Glen Campbell singing
“Rhinestone Cowboy” and “I am a Lineman for the County.” That was the year
that I broke into tears when I opened my gift. My Mother told me that we could
not afford such luxurious gifts so I didn’t expect to see it under the Christmas
tree.
Now that we know all my secret thoughts and what Advent meant to me as a
child, let’s talk about the real meaning of Advent. It still encompasses Reflection
and Anticipation. The word Advent means “coming;” it is the start of the four
weeks prior to Christmas. It is when we anticipate the coming of the Christ child
and, more importantly, the second coming of Christ to give us the gift of His
eternal Kingdom. While it is difficult in today’s world with shopping, lights and
joyful Christmas Carols to understand the real meaning of Advent, the season is
much akin to the season of Lent when we fast and reflect upon our lives and the
condition of the world as we know it today.
I am writing this on the first day of November. Yesterday we suffered an attack
on innocent citizens of New York City. We reflect upon that day and wonder
why. We cry out for God’s help. With that said, we have to have Advent faith.
Reflective faith of the new born Christ child and anticipated faith of the second
coming of Christ. Thus we have the true meaning of Advent: Christ has come
and Christ will come again. I wish my parish family a glorious and peaceful
Advent season. +
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THE BASEMENT ON FIRST STREET — St John’s Thrift Shop
Greetings from the Basement on First Street. Under
the guidance of Sue Palmer the thrift shop continues
to operate with a consistent staff of parishioners
on Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m. We sell clothing for children and adults,
housewares, linens, a line of boutique clothes,
books, games, DVDs, CDs and many other items.
We would like to encourage all who are interested
to come and work with us on any available day to
help sort clothes, stock clothes, fold clothes, refold
clothes, tidy rooms, and dust glassware.
Bags of adult and children’s clothes sell for
$4.00. Sales occur several times during the year.
Housewares, boutique items and miscellaneous
items are priced individually. This year the thrift
shop has given out 194 free bags for those who have
a New York Benefits Card. If there is a special need
the thrift shop provides any necessary items.

by Cynthia Tysiak

You are bound to find something you must have at
the thrift shop! Interact with the staff and mingle
with the customers, some who come every day that
the shop is open.
On December 2 the famous Christmas Room will
open during the St. Nicholas Fair and then remain
open during the remainder of December. We invite
all children to come down to shop (for free) on
Sunday, December 17 to obtain gifts for family –
especially to pick out that special gift for Mom and
Dad.
The thrift shop wishes all of you a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. +

All monetary proceeds from the thrift shop go to
local outreach including: YWCA, Salvation Army,
Regional food Bank, TAUM, St. Joseph’s House,
The Oaks of Rightousness Cafe, Sunnyside Center,
Capital District Community Gardens. At the end of
each season we donate leftover clothing to Jezreel.
We especially want to continue to thank all those
parishioners who faithfully donate all beautiful
clothes and goods to the thrift shop so our outreach
may continue.

Drawing by Dahlia Bush

God Bless
Us,
Everyone!
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There will be no camels;
we are going on horseback,
at least for some of the way.
And we won't arrive there
a few hours after everyone else.
It will be weeks, perhaps or months.
We are not in a hurry.
That is not the way we work;
we are not Europeans.
We will discuss the phenomenon the star and if it does not go away,
and if we still feel curious,
we will travel.
We will look in the wrong place.
Yes, I admit that,
because wise men, potentates*, intellectuals call us what you will are not infallible.
We expect a new power
to emerge from the side of the old one.
We expect the destination we seek
to resemble what our common sense deduces.
We will be upset, angry even,
to find that Herod is ignorant
and that his residence is not the birthplace.
We will find it hard
and intellectually demeaning
to bow the knee to the son of refugees.
And all this....
all this upset will be compounded
when it comes to journeying back
and we discover
we have to go home by an alternate route.
That is the trouble with God.
He does not let you leave as you came.
He sends you back,
stripped of your presumptions,
making for home by an alternate route.
“The Wise Man's Journey”
from Cloth for the Cradle - Iona Community

“Sleep”
woodcut by Allen Grindle

Journey
by Bill Muller

Each and every one of us

Is on a journey
Whether it be fourteen
months
Or ninety-seven years
It takes a lifetime
Of prayer, grace, and love
To complete.+
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drawing (detail) by Wendy Ide Williams

Jenny-Fur by Ellen Jacobs
Oh, I have a sweet kitty,
Her name is Jenny-Fur
And she’s very pretty
And has an awesome purr!
Her chest fur feels like a bunny
While her coat is satin-smooth.
If I were to bet on money
I’m sure you’d fall in love
She’s a very talkative kitty,
drawing by Ben Nardone

She meows when you enter the door
To get down to the nitty-gritty,
She always has something in store.
She's just lately become a lap-cat,
Who purrs and nuzzles her head.
And she has several places that
She has commandeered for her bed.
With catnip toys she loves to play
Add feathers and she’s in bliss!
She’s one of those cats I’d have to say
Is so mighty hard to resist!

How do you find rest, trust, and strength?

Do you like to doodle?

Does it help you focus when you doodle in church? Send your
church doodles to St. John’s Journal. Biblical beasts and clergy cariacture, as well as the backs of
people’s heads and whatever else finds its way onto paper can bless our community and make our
Journal STRONG.

left to right: drawings by Amalia Nardone
and Brynna Carpenter Nardone

When I’m far away from home and the cold wind starts to blow,
when I’m empty and alone, I turn to you.
When there’s hardness in my heart and I can’t see the truth, and
I’m wandering in the dark, I turn to you.
And here in your holy presence it’s all that I can do. I turn to you,
Jesus!

I Turn to You by Selah submitted by Judi Goyer
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Health, Holiness, and Abundant Life: my struggle with righteousness

According to the
Merriam Webster
dictionary, the word
“righteous” means:
“acting in accord with
divine or law. It means
also free from guilt
or sin, morally right
or justifiable. Arising
from an outraged
sense of justice or
morality.” Righteous has also a slang meaning:
“genuine, excellent.”

by Therese Duvil

As I continued with my struggle, I realized that
most of the time I got confused about my position
in taking a stand for the good. When I take a stand
it seems so genuine to me, but people may name me
as stupid. I may find myself in situations where my
head and my heart fight with each other. I may also
criticize myself or criticize others, or judge them,
because they are not like me. I may also question
God or judge Him for not responding quickly
enough to my needs. Or I may become proud and
drift away.
I find myself sometimes in situations where I say
to myself, Do I think I can change things? Just go
with the flow. Then my sense of guilt kicks in. I
might find an answer to justify myself but my inner
conscience will not let me live in peace. Taking a
stand for righteousness in this world is not easy but,
as we know, it is a call to honesty and justice.

The KJV (King James version) dictionary definition
of righteous is: “just, accordant to the divine law.
Applied to persons, it denotes one who is holy in
heart, and observant of the divine commands in
practice as a righteous man. Applied to things, it
denotes consonant to the divine will or justice; as
a righteous act. Purity of heart and rectitude of
Most of the time my struggle and confusion over
life; conformity of heart and life to the divine law.
my call to righteousness brought me to cry out to
Righteousness as used in scriptures and
the one who made me who I am;
Was my struggle this is where where I found the
theology is nearly equivalent to holiness,
comprehending holy principles and
with righteousness strength to continue with my
affections of heart. It also includes all we
genuine sense of acting the right
also my call to
call honesty and virtue. Applied to God,
way. Then I heard Pastor Charles
the perfection or holiness of his nature,
Stanley preaching that ”living
holiness?
exact rectitude; faithfulness.”
a life pleasing to God honors
Him.” This brought me back to
As I think about righteousness, I remind myself
the first two commandments: “Love the Lord with
about a poem that I wrote a few years ago about the
all your heart and love your neighbor as yourself.”
“Good and the Bad.” I ask myself today the same
Then I asked myself, Who is my neighbor? How can
question that I once continuously dwelled on: While
I be righteous to him or her? Who asked me to do
good, why do you appear lonely?
so? Who is watching over my actions when no one
notices?
Are you lonely because you have no friends, no
public following, no applause, and are not valued?
These questions led me to find that there is no better
Standing for righteousness can put us in a situation
source of joy than acknowledging God’s presence
where no one is in accord with us because we are
with us in our daily struggles: in our pain, in our
different. Though we are genuine we may even have
doubt, in our confusion, in our unfaithfulness, and
enemies, and so we are apparently lonely.
even in our fight for righteousness. This is all part of
our growing in God’s call to live an abundant life. +

heritage house
by Ellie O’Reilly

All Gracious God,

I facilitate a rosary eucharist service at Heritage
House Nursing Center on Wednesday morning. I
enjoy being with these beautiful souls and, since they
return every week, it appears they also enjoy being
there. I received this prayer for the elderly and love
to say it for all of us. It strikes many chords in me--it’s
basic, simple yet profound, and so gentle, resonating
with our lives as we age. After Holy Communion we
sing “Little White Guest”-- a prayer my mom gave
me when I made my First Holy Communion at age
7. (I had no idea then that my relationship with Jesus
would be the most significant, fulfilling relationship
I would ever experience and that it continues to
this day--thank God!) I tell the folks that we’re the
Heritage House Angelic Choir and that we’re giving
the angels a run for their money! Often on a ‘slow’ day,
we sing a rousing rendition of “When the Saints Go
Marching In.” Generally all leave with a smile as we
continue singing. I’m truly blessed to encourage them
to remember how precious they are in God’s eyes.

you have given me all I am and have, and now
I give it all back to You to stand under Your will
alone. In a special way I give You these later
years of my life. I am one of those called by You
into old age, a call not given to all, not given
to Jesus, not given to most in our world today.
I humbly ask You, grace me deeply in each
aspect of that struggle. As my physical eyesight
weakens, may the eyes of my faith strengthen
that I may see you and Your Love in everything.
As my hearing fails may the ears of my heart
be more attentive to the whisper of Your
gentle voice. As my legs weaken and walking
becomes more difficult may I walk more truly
in Your paths, knowing all the while that I am
held in the embrace of Your Love. As my mind
becomes less alert and memory fades may I
remain peaceful in you, aware that with You
there is no need for thought or word. You ask
simply that I be there with You. And should
sickness overtake me and I be confined to
In a special way I bed, may I know myself as one with Your
as he offers his life for the salvation of
give You these later Son
the world. Finally as my heart slows a little
years of my life. after the work of the years may it expand
in love for You and all people. May it rest
secure and grateful in Your loving Heart until
I am lost in You completely and forever. Amen.

Prayer by Sr. Moya Hanlen, FCNSC (Australia).
drawing by Brynna Carpenter Nardone

+
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damien center dinners & St. John’s Community Breakfasts
by Dale Nelson

On our first anniversary of the St. Francis
Fellowship Damien Center Dinners, we
are feeling very blessed that this ministry
has grown into an important mission
for all three churches: St. Anthony's,
St. Paul's and St. John's. We are forging
friendships with fellow parishioners as
well as the Damien Center folks and
there is even some gentle competition
among the churches for the most popular
dinner. Each month, we have grown in
participation and connection. Come and
join the fun on the fourth Tuesday of the
month at TAUM. See Dale Nelson for
more details.

Taum is located at 392 2nd St. in
Troy. Thier mission statement is as
follows:
In partnership with interfaith
communities and others we
provide a safe and just space
for those in need, offering
meals, HIV/AIDS services,
furniture, education, spiritual
counseling and advocacy.
On an annual basis, over 2,000
people are served by TAUM’s
programs.

Community Breakfasts:
we need YOU to join in
this longtime ministry
at St John's. Four times
a year our wonderful
St. John's chefs, servers
and organizers enjoy a
sumptuous breakfast as
well as fellowship with our
South Troy community.
Did we mention the
sublime Agape church
waffles?!! If you can help
with this essential mission,
please see Fr Steve.+
photo by Gary Nelson

FLOWERS AT ST. JOHN’S by Christine Salmon

Christians have been placing flowers and greenery
on the altar as a sign of honoring God for centuries.
In the Middle Ages, altar decorations were reserved
for special feast days and celebrations of the church.
The account books of the church of St. Mary-atHill, London, show that, in 1486, fourpence was
expended on “Holme (holly) and ivy at Christmas
Eve.” However, with Queen Elizabeth I’s ascension
to the throne and the restoration of Protestantism
in England in 1559, the Anglican church reacted
against the ornate vessels and vestments that had
been used in Catholic services. Flowers were seen as
purer and more natural expressions of the desire to
beautify God’s house, and their use in place of manmade ornamentation became more frequent and
widespread.
Today, of course, many churches place flowers
on the altar for most services, and St. John’s is no
exception. Flowers are delivered to the church weekly
from Felthousen’s Florists and arranged by Flower
Committee members. The Flower Committee, a
subgroup of the Altar Guild, currently has six members:
Virginia Holland, Sonie Hunn, Robin Prout, Chris
Salmon, Liz Shanley, and Linda Stancliffe. We rotate
flower arranging duties throughout the year, except
for the three seasons when we have no altar flowers:
Advent, to mark the solemnity of anticipating Christ’s

birth; Lent, when we are in a period of penitence and
reflection; and (more prosaically) the months of July
and August, when vacations and travel make flower
arranging more difficult to schedule.
At Christmas and again at Easter, we all get together
and work to create more elaborate arrangements that
reflect the festivity of these celebrations.
Parishioners are encouraged to request flowers
either as a memorial to a loved one or to mark a
happy occasion in their family. We have done flowers
to mark a thanksgiving for the birth of a child, in
commemoration of a birthday, and the celebration
of a wedding or a graduation. People often ask how
much it costs to request flowers. The answer is, really,
whatever you want to give. There is no set fee. As
a point of reference, we pay Felthousen’s $40 each
week for the flowers (obviously more at Christmas
and Easter), but we are happy to receive donations in
any amount. Flowers are funded by a restricted fund
(the Lemke Fund) and not from the church budget,
so our only source of income, besides any interest
generated by the Lemke Fund, is memorial donations.
If you give $5 for a memorial request, that is $5 more
than we would have had otherwise, and we would be
glad to receive it. If you are interested in requesting
flowers, please see Chris Salmon or speak to Helene
in the office. +
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ST. JOHN’S CHILDREN’S MINISTRY

by Angie Schlossberg

For teachers in children's ministry,
balancing "teaching" time with the
many other worthwhile activities
is always a challenge. Education
is a huge component of Christian
formation, of course, but so also are
acts of service. With this in mind,
we've decided to make "service" the
focus of our children's sermon time
on the last Sunday of each month.
Each month will feature a different service project.
We'll begin the project during the kid's sermon time,
but the children (and their families) will be invited to
return at the end of the service so that they can finish
up their projects and celebrate their accomplishments.
Future projects may include:
A "Linus" party: Making felt blankets to give to those
in our parish who are unable to attend church because
they are home-bound, living in nursing homes, or are
hospitalized. Kids could bring their favorite blankets
to cuddle up with while we watch a movie.
Soup party: Making soup to freeze so that we always
have some on hand to take to parishioners who are
convalescing or to families that have just welcomed

new babies. We'd follow up by playing oyster
cracker games.
Popcorn & Movie party: Collecting and Packaging
up DVDs to send to soldiers who are stationed
overseas. The kids will include drawings they have
made or letters they have written. We'll watch a
movie at the end and eat popcorn!
Earth Day party: Making bioseed paper that we
could give to the neighbors around St. John's so
that they could plant them and grow flowers (we
could hand them out in May when we have our
Rogation Sunday walk around the block)
Pampering party: Making gift bags of toiletries
we've collected to give to the YWCA or to a
women's shelter, and perhaps also toiletries
(toothbrushes & toothpaste, etc) for children
in Las Cohobas, Haiti. We could celebrate by
painting our moms' toes!
Book party: Making "book plates" to insert into
books we've collected to give out to kids who come
with their parents on pantry day. We'd celebrate by
acting out some of our favorite childhood stories.

We welcome your bursts of inspiration!
Please contact Katie Brillat at:
kbrillat@stjohnstroy.org
or Angie Schlossberg at:
adkschlossberg@gmail.com

+

ST. JOHN’S SATURDAY MINISTRY
…The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed that someone took and sowed in his field; it is the smallest of all the
seeds, but when it has grown it is the greatest of shrubs and
becomes a tree, so that the birds of the air come and make
nests in its branches. Matthew 13:31-33

It has been nearly ten years since one small seed was
planted…It was an inspiration conceived at a DOK
meeting about providing a hot beverage on chilly
mornings for those who visited our Thrift Shop. It
began with a table set up in our hallway for folks to
stop by after shopping. As time passed, that small
seed germinated and sprouted. Year by year, nurtured by loving and committed hearts, it has grown
steadily.
As it outgrew the hallway it moved into the Thompson Room…soon it was growing branches. Some
blossomed with the donation of Panera Bread for
folks to take home, and goodies to be enjoyed with
coffee and conversation. Another branch grew buds
of generosity that blossomed into a monthly pantry
providing fresh fruits, vegetables, eggs, household
and personal care items serving 100 or more families. And from another branch a weekly Bible Study
emerged that includes as many as a dozen participants each week. Then it issued forth growth of a
monthly blood pressure clinic with nurses available
to offer health information, personal hygiene items
and, most importantly, a compassionate ear.
Through God’s grace we continue to witness the
miracle of the mustard seed. It is the miracle of a
man and a woman from two very different backgrounds, between whom lie many cultural and religious differences, and who have had very different
experiences of life and loss, but who every Saturday
seek each other out with a “high five” and a hug. It
is about how she has reached out to him by providing information that she researched just for him,
and how he worries about her wellbeing when she
misses a Saturday.

It is the miracle of the young
man who, not knowing about
our ministry, happened by one
Saturday after someone outside
told him he should stop in. As
he shared his struggle about his
wife’s serious health concerns
and how it had depleted their
savings, and that being employed full time he is ineligible for assistance, other
visitors quickly responded with great empathy and
helpful advice which he most humbly and gratefully received.
It is the miracle of the big man with the even
bigger heart who was once a visitor to St. John’s
and has become an integral part of the St. John’s
family…who now ministers to others with loving
hospitality and invitation “to make a nest in our
branches.”
It is the miracle of those who first visited with
downcast faces, barely a word, rushing in and leaving quickly… and now arrive smiling with heads
held high and spend time resting, chatting and
interacting with others.
But perhaps the greatest miracle is not how God
has grown St. John’s Saturday Ministry, but rather how God has grown hearts. For me personally
the transformation I have experienced was one I
never expected…surely, without me realizing it, a
very small seed was planted deep in my heart and
it took root. It continues to grow…and I am better
for it. Thanks be to God!
You are invited to come and see for yourself…lots of
seed still available!
Bread from Panera every Saturday 9:00 AM - noon
Pantry last Saturday of the month 10:00 AM – noon
Pantry packing Friday before at 11:00 AM in the gym

+
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by Carol Daniel

LIFE ON ST. JOHN’S VESTRY

by Karen Carlson

worship, the youth, and any other issues that may
need discussion. We also monthly account for the
finances of St. John’s, including how we spend our
money and how we invest our money.

As a current vestry member for nearly six
years, and a past vestry person for a previous six, I
have been told by other parishioners that the vestry
is a mystery to many. Read on here to have those
mysteries revealed in this very article!
The big revelation is that there really are no mysteries.
The vestry is meant to be a representation of the
beautiful diversity that makes up our congregation.
We strive as a vestry to have that representation.
There are young, old and in-between. There are
people who have been life-long Episcopalians
and those who have only recently come to this
denomination and church in general.
There are twelve vestry members and we serve
for staggered three-year terms. We meet monthly
and are governed, as is the whole parish, by laws
governing the running of churches in New York
State. Each month we discuss the workings of St.
John’s by receiving reports about the building, the

We meet annually for a two day retreat in order to
devote more time and thought to concerns of the
parish. And all this “business” of the church we
do, hopefully, in a prayerful, respectful and many
times spirited manner. There have been conflict and
challenges in our discussions, as well as quite a bit
of humor, and always, always much love. We do not
look away from dissension within our group and
we truly have many different experiences within
our vestry. At times it can (and should be) quite
challenging. Without these challenges we will not
grow as a parish. Hopefully the vestry can help St.
John’s grow into serving God in the best way for our
parish.
It is with much joy that I have served on St. John’s
vestry and I encourage each of you to thoughtfully
consider serving at some point in your life with
St. John’s. Serving on the vestry has for me, been
a loving and kind experience, even when difficult
conversations take place. While we certainly all
do not agree on what is the best direction, or even
what is the way God would want us to go, we do end
always on notes of love and kindness. It can be a
great mirror for each of us as we go out into our own
lives and interact with others. +

HAITI UPDATE

submitted by Lisa Thorn

The blessings continue! Our sister parish in Lascohobas, Haiti, continues to grow, in more ways than one!
About a year ago (pre-Irma)
there was damage to the
church, particularly to the
roof, and repair work was
needed along with other
upgrades to the church/
school property there to
protect against the ravages of
Mother Nature.
The Vestry of St. John’s
designated a substantial
sum of money to aid in the
construction, and we have
disbursed about half of it as
we enjoy a photo update from
L’Eglise de San Esprit from
Nov 2017:
The roof will soon be completed, though some space remains
open allowing rain into the church proper. As Father Deravil
writes, “tipa tipa nap vansé. you jou na rivé. (step by step we will
arrive one day).
And the Minelie update!
Our friend Minelie, diagnosed with thyroid cancer, remains
on this side of the veil. We had the pleasure of seeing her at the
wedding of Kimberly Val (the nurse and liaison we work with in
Lascahobas) and Waly Merisier. Minelie is taking medications
that are controlling her pain. Please keep her and her family in
your prayers! She truly is miracle, having outlived her prognosis!
A huge THANK YOU to all who have supported this vital work!
Your prayers have been heard and appreciated! +
Love,
Lisa Thorn and Karen Carlson
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drawing by Lydia Schlossberg

+ The Journal reflects the gifts and personalities of St. John’s community
for the good of our faith and as an offering to God. +

